Scooter Storage: Incorrect Examples

Scooters should not block aisle/walkway
Folded Scooter Storage: Correct Examples
Non-Folding Scooter Storage: Correct Example

Non-folding scooters:
- Tag & bungee scooter
- Park parallel to bikes
- Follow bike car rules
Onboard Scooter: Rules & Guidelines

- Types of Scooters
  - Electric or manually operated scooters are permitted on Caltrain.
  - Fuel-powered scooters are prohibited.

- Onboard Scooter Storage
  - Folded scooter: can accompany a person to a seat in any part of the train if the folded/stored scooter is small enough to fit between the legs of a seated customer or in the luggage car.
  - Non-folding scooter: The appropriate location is in the bike car

- Scooters are subject to all bike rules and policies